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A Study on Korean Version ( ) of
Daminglü ( )

Daminglü, the legal code of Ming dynasty, was established and promulgated 

in 1397 (Hongwu ( ) 30). It had been revised a few times before the 

promulgation but now there are scarcely any materials that show the changes 

of legal code in Hongwu era, and the remaining books are mostly published 

in Joseon. A version of Daminglüfuli ( ) published in Joseon 

introduced the contents which have differences with the legal code of Hongwu 

30 under the name of “Korean version ( )”. We investigated the contents 

to find the books which have contents corresponding to Korean version, 

analyzed the relationship between the text of Korean version and the legal 

codes in Hongwu era, then briefly described the compilation and publishing 

of typical Korean versions.

It turns out that Daemyeongryul-Jikhae and Daemyeongryul-Ganghae are the 

books corresponding to Korean version completely while Daminglü in 

possession of Gogyeong museum ( ), Lüjiebianyi ( ), and 

Lütiaoshuyi ( ) have some contents of Korean version. According to 

our comparison and recension of Daminglü texts in progress, the books 

corresponding to Korean version can be roughly divided into three groups by 



the periods of reflected legal codes in Hongwu era. Group 1 reflects the legal 

code before Hongwu 18~19, group 2 reflects the legal code of Hongwu 22 

or 18~19, and group 3 reflects the legal code of Hongwu 30.

Daemyeongryul-Jikhae, the Idu ( ) translation of Daminglü, had been 

originally published in 1395 then intensively published in the mid-to-late 16th 

and late 17th centuries. It seems that Daemyeongryul-Ganghae, an annotated 

version of Daminglü, was compiled in Joseon. After publishing of the original 

version in King Sejong era, the version including enlarged annotations had 

been used until late 16th century but the original version came into wide use 

again after late 18th century. The continuing publishing of Daemyeongryul-Jikhae 

and Daemyeongryul-Ganghae through the Joseon dynasty shows not only that 

there had been huge demand for these books in practical fields applying 

Daminglü on a criminal case, but also it had close connection to the 

enforcement of gwageo ( ).
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